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ABSTRACTS
Edited by Glen Van Brummelen
The purpose of this department is to give sufficien information about the subject matter of each
publication to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover all books, articles,
and other materials in the field
Books for abstracting and eventual review should be sent to this department. Materials should
be sent to Glen Van Brummelen, Bennington College, Bennington, VT 05201, U.S.A. (E-mail:
gvanbrum@bennington.edu)
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and notices of publications
that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic information, as well as transli-
teration and translation for non-European languages. We need volunteers willing to cover one or more
journals for this department.
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which appear at the
end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the firs number indicates the volume,
the second the issue number, and the third the sequential number within that issue. For example, the
abstracts for Volume 20, Number 1, are numbered: 20.1.1, 20.1.2, 20.1.3, etc.
For reviews and abstracts published in Volumes 1 through 13 there are an author index in Volume
13, Number 4, and a subject index in Volume 14, Number 1.
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue there are abstracts
by Francine Abeles (Kean, NJ), Timothy B. Carroll (Ypsilanti, MI), Albert C. Lewis (Indianapolis,
IN), Elena A. Marchisotto (Northridge, CA), Ken Saito (Osaka, Japan), Jacqueline A. Stedall (Oxford,
UK), and Glen Van Brummelen.
Abgrall, Philippe. Al-Qu¯hı¯ et les Courbes Coniques, in Ahmad Hasnawi, Abdelali Elamrani-Jamal, and Maroun
Aouad, eds., Perspectives Arabes et Me´die´vales sur la Tradition Scientifique et Philosophique Grecque, Leuven:
Peeters E´ditions/Paris: Institut du Monde Arabe, 1997, pp. 21–29. The 10th-century work of Abu Sahl al-Qu¯hı¯
on conic sections is described and shown to relate to solving the sort of algebraic and geometrical problems that
arise in optics. See the review by Emilia Calvo in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01011. (ACL) #29.1.1
Aczel, Amir D. The Mystery of the Aleph: Mathematics, the Kabbalah, and the Search for Infinity, New York:
Four Walls Eight Windows, 2000, vi+258 pp., $24.95. A popular account of infinit focusing on Georg Cantor
with additional topics such as the Kabbalah, Go¨del, and topics in set theory and related mathematics. The reviewer
E. Mendelson in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:03003 calls attention to “many errors of both a mathematical and
historical nature.” (ACL) #29.1.2
Adachi, Norio. Elliptic Curves: From Fermat to Weil, Historia Scientarium (2) 9 (1) (1999), 27–35. The author
presents a short survey of the involvement of famous mathematicians (Fermat, Newton, Euler) with elliptic curves
and briefl describes related work of Poincare´, Hurwitz, Mordell, and Weil. See the review by Andrew Bremner
in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:11003. (TBC) #29.1.3
Adams, William J. See #29.1.183.
Amunategui, Godofredo Iommi. See #29.1.61.
Apostol, Tom M. Contributions by Charles-Jean de La Valle´e Poussin to the Theory of Numbers, in #29.1.37,
pp. 103–115. (GVB) #29.1.4
Arnol’d, Vladimir I. From Hilbert’s Superposition Problem to Dynamical Systems, in Edward Bierstone, Boris
Khezin, Askold Khovanskii, and Jerrold E. Marsden, eds., The Arnol’dfest, Providence, RI: Amer. Math. Soc.,
1999. pp. 1–18. A very personal essay written as the firs of the series of three lectures given by the author in June
1997 during the meeting at the Fields Institute dedicated to his 60th birthday. The article is principally devoted to
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one problem: Hilbert’s 13th problem. The reviewer in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:01031, Stanislaw Janeczko,
calls the article fascinating in its multilevel, artistic style. (TBC) #29.1.5
Arnol’d, Vladimir I. Singularity Theory, in Jean-Paul Pier, ed., Development of Mathematics 1950–2000, Basel:
Birkha¨user, 2000, pp. 63–95. A survey of key events: Morse theory, Whitney theory, mappings to higher-
dimensional spaces, the nice dimensions, Dynkin diagrams, singularities and perestroikas of wave fronts, caus-
tics singularities, the branching of the integrals, and global singularity theory. Reviewed by Enrique Outerelo
Dominguez in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:58081. (ACL) #29.1.6
Ascher, Marcia. See #29.1.120.
Baker, George A. The Once and Future Role for Approximate Calculations, in Siegfried S. Hecker and Gian-
Carlo Rota, eds., Essays on the Future, Boston: Birkha¨user 2000, pp. 27–44. A witty account of the history of
approximation, from ancient Egypt to the Monte Carlo idea in the 20th century, but does not discuss the future of
approximation. See the review by Thomas H. Sonar in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:01002. (TBC) #29.1.7
Bakker, Miente. See #29.1.39.
Baladi, Viviane. The Magnet and the Butterf y: Thermodynamic Formalism and the Ergodic Theory of Chaotic
Dynamics, in Jean-Paul Pier, ed., Development of Mathematics 1950–2000, Basel: Birkha¨user, 2000, pp. 97–133.
The author describes the history of chaotic dynamical systems that are studied by means of statistical mechanics,
from the birth of the subject in the 1960s to very recent times. The discussion involves D. Ruelle, Ya. Sinai, and
many others. Photographs of the key people are included. See the review by Nikolai Chernov in Mathematical
Reviews 2001i:37050. (ACL) #29.1.8
Barr, M. See #29.1.99.
Beeley, Philip A. See #29.1.168 and #29.1.199.
Berger, Marcel. Les Mathe´matiques Durant le Deuxie`me Demi-Sie`cle: Ge´ome´trie Riemannienne, in Develop-
ment of Mathematics 1950–2000, Basel: Birkha¨user, 2000, pp. 149–191. The history of Riemannian geometry
during the period 1950–2000 is treated through the topics of curvature and topology, geodesic f ow, and eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of the Laplacian, as well as other problems. It includes photographs of many of the principal
f gures. See the review by Bernard Rouxel in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01039. (ACL) #29.1.9
Beschler, Edwin F. Gian-Carlo Rota and the Founding of the Journal of Combinatorial Theory: In Memory of
Gian-Carlo Rota, Journal of Combinatorial Theory Series A 91 (1–2) (2000), 2–4. This is a short survey of the
journal’s editorial policy, its scientif c history, and the roles played by Frank Harary and Gian-Carlo Rota. See the
review by Eberhard Knobloch in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:05003. (TBC) #29.1.10
Blay, Michel. Me´thodes Mathe´matiques et Calcul de l’Inf ni au Temps de Fermat, Historia Scientarium (2) 9 (1)
(1999), 57–71. The author summarizes the geometrically based methods of Galileo, Torricelli and Fermat and the
algorithmic method of Leibniz and Newton for determining tangents of curves or areas under curves. There is no
bibliography. See the review by Eberhard Knobloch in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:01012. (TBC) #29.1.11
Blay, Michel. Force, Continuity, and the Mathematization of Motion at the End of the Seventeenth Century, in
#29.1.18, pp. 225–248. (GVB) #29.1.12
Bos, Henk J. M. Redefining Geometrical Exactness: Descartes’ Transformation of the Early Modern Concept of
Construction, New York: Springer-Verlag, 2001, xx+470 pp. The reviewer called this a brilliant book. The author
illuminates Descartes’ Geometry in an original way by focusing on the conception and practice of construction.
See the review by William R. Shea in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:01013. (TBC) #29.1.13
Brackenridge, J. Bruce. Newton’s Mature Dynamics: A Crooked Path Made Straight, in #29.1.18, pp. 105–137.
(GVB) #29.1.14
Breard, Andrea. See #29.1.30 and #29.1.161.
Breidert, Wolfgang. Maximinus undMinimajus: Roger Pamans Begru¨ndung der Fluxionsrechnung [Maximinus
andMinimajus: Roger Paman’s Justif cation of Fluxion Theory], in Ru¨diger Thiele, ed., Mathesis: Festschrift zum
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Siebzigsten Geburtstag von Matthias Schramm, Berlin: Verlag fu¨r Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften und der
Technik, 2000, pp. 119–127. Discusses a book on f uxional calculus by Roger Paman (1705?–1748), which was
written in response to the criticisms of Bishop George Berkeley (1685–1753). See the review by Craig G. Fraser
in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:01018. (EAM) #29.1.15
Bremner, Andrew. See #29.1.3, #29.1.90, and #29.1.117.
Brentjes, Sonja. Two Comments on Euclid’s Elements? On the Relation Between the Arabic Text Attributed
to al-Nayrı¯zı¯ and the Latin Text Ascribed to Anaritius, Centaurus 43 (2001), 17–55. A textual discussion and
comparison of two medieval commentaries on Euclid’s Elements. (JAS) #29.1.16
Brooks, Robert. Some Geometric Aspects of the Work of Lars Ahlfors, in Robert Brooks and Mikhail Sodin,
eds., Lectures in Memory of Lars Ahlfors, Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan Univ., 2000, pp. 31–39. A personal reminiscence
of Ahlfors, with a description of the paper in which he proved the Ahlfors–Schwarz lemma. (EAM) #29.1.17
Bru, Bernard. See #29.1.35.
Buchwald, Jed Z.; and Cohen, I. Bernard, eds. Isaac Newton’s Natural Philosophy, Cambridge, MA:MIT Press,
2001, xx+354 pp., $45. A collection of papers on various aspects of Newton’s scientif c work, published in the
Dibner Institute Studies in the History of Science and Technology. The individual papers are listed in #29.1.12,
#29.1.14, #29.1.33, #29.1.34, #29.1.54, #29.1.109, #29.1.125, #29.1.129, #29.1.169, #29.1.172, #29.1.195, and
#29.1.197. (GVB) #29.1.18
Burkill, J. C. Charles-Joseph de La Valle´e Poussin, in #29.1.37, pp. 67–77. (GVB) #29.1.19
Burnicki, Alojzy. See #29.1.29.
Butzer, Paul; and Mawhin, Jean. A Biography of Charles-Jean de La Valle´e Poussin, in #29.1.37, pp. 3–9.
(GVB) #29.1.20
Butzer, Paul; and Mawhin, Jean. Charles-Jean de La Valle´e Poussin and the Academie Royale de Belgique, in
#29.1.37, pp. 27–34. (GVB) #29.1.21
Butzer, Paul. See also #29.1.37.
Calio, Franca; and Marchetti, Elena. Generation of Architectural Forms through Linear Algebra, in #29.1.196,
pp. 9–22. (ACL) #29.1.22
Calter, Paul; and Williams, Kim. Measuring up to Michelangelo: A Methodology, in #29.1.196, pp. 23–34.
(ACL) #29.1.23
Calvo, Emilia. See #29.1.1 and #29.1.105.
Cameron, Douglas E. The Alexandroff–Sorgenfrey Line, in C. E. Aull and R. Lowen, Handbook of the History
of General Topology, vol. 2, Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1998, pp. 791–796. The author formulates the opinion that
the “Sorgenfrey line” f rst appeared in a paper by the famous 1929 paper by Alexandrov and Uryson, but
that Sorgenfrey found it independently. See the review by A. Csaszar in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:54001.
(TBC) #29.1.24
Capanna, Alessandra. Conoids and Hyperbolic Paraboloids in Le Corbusier’s Philips Pavilion, in #29.1.196,
pp. 35–44. (ACL) #29.1.25
Carazza, Bruno. See #29.1.94.
Casadella` Reig, Josep. A Re-creation of Newton’s Discovery of the Law of Gravity [in Catalan], Butlettı´ de
la Societat Catalana de Matema`tiques 14 (2) (1999), 41–61. The reviewer, J. S. Joel, in Mathematical Reviews
2001i:01024 states that “the author presents a brief form of Newton’s use of synthetic geometry in his derivation
of the laws of classical mechanics.” (ACL) #29.1.26
Chaitin, Gregory J. A Century of Controversy over the Foundations of Mathematics, in Cristian S. Calude and
Gheorghe Paˇun, eds.,Finite Versus Infinite, London: Springer-Verlag, 2000, pp. 75–100. This is an edited transcript
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of an informal, nontechnical lecture given at the University of Massachusetts in 1999 which recounts the history
of the controversy whose key f gures were Cantor, Russell, Hilbert, Go¨del, and Turing. The longest section is
devoted to algorithmic information theory and draws parallels between randomness in physics and randomness in
mathematics. See the review by Jerrold W. Grossman in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:03014. (ACL) #29.1.27
Chandler, Richard; and Faulkner, Gary D. Hausdorff Compactif cations: A Retrospective, in C. E. Aull and R.
Lowen, Handbook of the History of General Topology, vol. 2, Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1998, pp. 631–667. This is a
history of compactif cations beginning with an outline of the history of the notion of compactness. The central
topic is the Cech–Stone compactif cation. The bibliography is excellent. See the review by Mikhail V. Matveev in
Mathematical Reviews 2001h:54002. (TBC) #29.1.28
Chandrasekhar, S.; Kac, M.; and Smoluchowski, R. Marian Smoluchowski: His Life and Scientific Work, with a
chronological table and bibliography by Alojzy Burnicki; edited and with a preface by Roman Stanislaw Ingarden,
Warsaw: PWN—Polish Scientif c Publishers, 2000, 141 pp., $19.00. A chapter devoted to Smoluchowski’s life
is followed by two, by Kac and Chandrasekhar, on Smoluchowski’s main contributions to physics. Two of his
most important papers are reprinted in the original French and German with English translations and there is a
bibliography of Smoluchowski’s publications and of important papers about him. See the review by D. ter Haar
in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01048. (ACL) #29.1.29
Charbonneau, Louis. See #29.1.40.
Chemla, Karine. Fractions and Irrationals Between Algorithm and Proof in Ancient China, Studies in History of
Medicine and Science 15 (1–2) (1997/98), 31–54. Analysis of why quadratic irrationals were introduced around
the beginning of the common era in the Chinese classic The Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures, showing
the relationship between this introduction, a specif c proof method of Liu Hui, and philosophical ref ections on
change as developed inmathematical texts for inverse operations. See the reviewbyAndreaBreard inMathematical
Reviews 2001g:01007. (EAM) #29.1.30
Chemla, Karine. Commentaries, Editions and Other Secondary Texts: What Is the Stake for the History of
Mathematics? Ref ections Inspired by Reviel Netz’s Note: “Deuteronomic Texts: Late Antiquity and the History
of Mathematics,” Revue d’Histoire des Mathe´matiques 5 (1) (1999), pp. 127–148. Netz’s note analyzed texts
dependent on earlier texts. This article is of that genre and comments on the image of mathematics that such
deuteronomic texts engender, as well as the diff culties in interpreting them. See the review by Jens Høyrup in
Mathematical Reviews 2001g:01055. (EAM) #29.1.31
Chernov, Nikolai. See #29.1.8.
Cicenia, Salvatore. The Letters of E. Beltrami to A. Genocchi on Non-Euclidean Geometry [in Italian], Nuncius
13 (2) (1998), 567–593. Six letters from Beltrami (1835–1900) to Genocchi (1817–1889), with an introduction
and editorial notes. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:01022.
(EAM) #29.1.32
Cohen, I. Bernard. The Case of the Missing Author: The Title Page of Newton’s Opticks (1704), with Notes on
the Title Page of Huygen’s Traite´ de la Lumiere, in #29.1.18, pp. 15–45. (GVB) #29.1.33
Cohen, I. Bernard. Some Recollections of Richard Samuel Westfall (1924–1996), in #29.1.18, pp. 317–319.
(GVB) #29.1.34
Cohen, I. Bernard. See also #29.1.18.
Collins, P. J. See #29.1.171.
Cooke, Roger L. See #29.1.42, #29.1.131, and #29.1.202.
Cossart, Vincent. See #29.1.77.
Courtault, Jean-Michel; Kabanov, Yuri; Bru, Bernard; Cre´pel, Pierre; Lebon, Isabelle; and LeMarchand, Arnaud.
Louis Bachelier on the Centenary of “The´orie de la Spe´culation”, Mathematical Finance 10 (3) (2000), 341–353.
Describes Bachelier’s thesis, which the authors consider to be the birth of mathematical f nance, particularly the
initiation and use of the theory of Brownian motion. (GVB) #29.1.35
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Cre´pel, Pierre. See #29.1.35.
Crozet, Pascal. Al-Sijzı¯ et les ´Ele´ments d’Euclide: Commentaires et Autres De´monstrations des Propositions, in
Ahmad Hasnawi, Abdelali Elamrani-Jamal, and Maroun Aouad, eds., Perspectives Arabes et Me´die´vales sur la
Tradition Scientifique et Philosophique Grecque, Leuven: Peeters E´ditions/Paris: Institut du Monde Arabe, 1997,
pp. 61–77. Al-Sijzı¯ was more faithful to the postulates and primitive propositions of the Elements than some of
his contemporaries and predecessors, leading him to search for alternative proofs rather than explore fundamental
problems such as the theory of parallels or the theory of proportions. (GVB) #29.1.36
Csaszar, A. See #29.1.24.
De La Valle´e Poussin, Charles-Jean. Collected Works/Œuvres Scientifiques. Vol. I. Biography and Number
Theory/Biographie et The´orie des Nombres, edited by Paul Butzer, Jean Mawhin, and Pasquale Vetro, Brussels:
Acade´mie Royale de Belgique/Palermo: Circolo Matematico di Palermo, 2000, xxiv+668 pp. This f rst volume
of the collected works of de La Valle´e Poussin also contains a number of historical articles, listed separately
in #29.1.4, #29.1.19, #29.1.20, #29.1.21, #29.1.52, #29.1.101, #29.1.113, #29.1.114, #29.1.118, and #29.1.124.
(GVB) #29.1.37
De Libera, Alain. Roger Bacon et la Logique, in Jeremiah Hackett, ed., Roger Bacon and the Sciences, Leiden:
Brill, 1997, pp. 103–132.The author argues that the logic ofRogerBacon (ca.A.D. 1214–1292) exhibits innovations
in semantic theory which he used to make a rigorous reform of the theory of reference and signif cation. In
Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01019 the reviewer, Mary J. Sirridge, concludes that “the account of technical points
of semantic theory, complex evolutions in theory, and Bacon’s exploitation of his philosophical sources is accurate,
lucid and illuminating.” (ACL) #29.1.38
De Witt, Jan. Jan de Witt’s Elementa Curvarum Linearum, Liber Primus, text, translation, introduction, and
commentary by Albert W. Grootendorst with the help of Miente Bakker, New York: Springer-Verlag, xii+296 pp.,
$98.00. This facsimile edition also includes an English translation, a historical introduction, and a summary of
the mathematical content. In addition there are 46 pages of mathematical annotations to the translation, 22 pages
for two appendices concerning the applications of areas and the conic sections in Apollonius’ Conics, a short list
of references, and an index for proper names and subjects. The f rst edition appeared in 1661. In Mathematical
Reviews 2001i:01028 Ivo Schneider provides a detailed review and concludes: “for those interested in the tradition
of Greek mathematics and its transformation into the new ‘analysis’ introduced by Descartes, the volume offers a
carefully prepared source.” (ACL) #29.1.39
Decorps-Foulquier, Micheline. Sur les Figures du Traite´ des Coniques d’Apollonios de Perge´ E´dite´ par Eutocius
d’Ascalon, Revue d’Histoire des Mathe´matiques 5 (1) (1999), 61–82. Argues that the geometrical diagrams in the
Vaticanus gr. 206 manuscript (end of 12th, beginning of 13th century) were not all present in the original Conics.
See the review by Louis Charbonneau in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:01003. (EAM) #29.1.40
Demidov, S. L’Histoire des Mathe´matiques en Russie et en U.R.S.S. en tant qu’Histoire des E´coles, Istoriko-
Mathematicheskie Issledovaniya (2) Special Issue (1997), 9–21. Discusses the three major Russian research
“schools,” two in Moscow and one in St. Petersburg, in the early 20th century, and discusses whether one can posit
the existence of a “Soviet mathematical school.” (GVB) #29.1.41
Denkowska, Z. See #29.1.145.
Dhombres, Jean. The Analysis of the Synthesis of the Analysis . . . Two Moments of a Chiasmus: Vie`te and
Fourier, in Michael Otte andMarco Panza, eds., Analysis and Synthesis in Mathematics, Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1997,
pp. 147–176. Vie`te and Fourier are examples of the analytic and the synthetic styles respectively of mathematical
writing which correspond to the contrast between drawing conclusions from data and system-building. See the
review by Roger L. Cooke in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01073. (ACL) #29.1.42
Ding, Shisun; Kang, Ming-Chang; and Tan, Eng-Tjioe. Chiungtze C. Tsen (1898–1940) and Tsen’s Theorems,
Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathematics 29 (4) (1999), 1237–1269. Provides a biography of Tsen, a discussion
of his Ph.D. dissertation, and two research papers. See the review by Jean-Pierre Tignol in Mathematical Reviews
2001g:01039. (EAM) #29.1.43
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Dold-Samplonius, Yvonne. Calculation of Arches and Domes in 15th Century Samarkand, in #29.1.196,
pp. 45–55. (ACL) #29.1.44
Dold-Samplonius, Yvonne. See also #29.1.86 and #29.1.148.
Dominguez, Enrique Outerelo. See #29.1.6.
Drago, Antonino. Which Kind of Mathematics for Quantum Mechanics? The Relevance of H. Weyl’s Program
of Research, in Claudio Garola and Arcangelo Rossi, eds., The Foundations of Quantum Mechanics, River Edge,
NJ: World Scientif c, 2000, pp. 167–183. Examines Weyl’s 1928 Gruppentheorie und Quantenmechanik as a
program for founding theoretical physics through quantum theory and developing his mathematics through an
improvement of group theory, which the author evaluates as unsuccessful. (GVB) #29.1.45
Drago, Antonino. See also #29.1.107.
Dupont, Pascal. Cavour and Mathematics [in Italian], Bollettino della Unione Matematica Italiana. Sezione A.
La Matematica nella Societa` e nella Cultura (8) 2 (1) (1999), 107–112. Discusses the writings in mathematics
and mechanics of the Italian scholar, Camillo Benso, conte di Cavour (1810–1861). See the review by Solomon
Marcus in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:01023. (EAM). #29.1.46
Dym, Harry. M. G. Krein’s Contributions to Prediction Theory, in V. M. Adamyan, I. Gohberg, M. Gorbachuk,
V. Gorbachuk, M. A. Kaashoek, H. Langer, and G. Popov, eds., Operator Theory and Related Topics, vol. II,
Basel: Birkha¨user, 2000, pp. 1–15. The main focus is on the prediction problem of future values of a continuous-
parameter stationary stochastic process based on a f nite segment of its past. The work of M. G. Krein on pre-
diction theory with an indication of his other contributions is beautifully brought out. Also the work of Feller, N.
Weiner, and A. N. Kolmogorov is referred to. See the review by H. Salehi in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:60068.
(TBC) #29.1.47
Eaton, Leonard K. Mathematics and Music in the Art Glass Windows of Frank Lloyd Wright, in #29.1.196,
pp. 57–71. (ACL) #29.1.48
Eglash, Ron. African Fractals: Modern Computing and Indigenous Design, New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers Univ.
Press, 1999, xii+259 pp. The author traces a number of examples of fractal-like art and design in various aspects
of African culture, traditional and modern. This well-illustrated book contains little mathematics per se. See the
review by J. S. Joel in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:00014. (TBC) #29.1.49
Elkjær, Sigurd. See #29.1.55.
Elsner, Carsten. See #29.1.192.
Engelking, Ryszard. Waclaw Sierpinski (1882–1969)—His Life and Work in Topology, in C. E. Aull and R.
Lowen, Handbook of the History of General Topology, vol. 2, Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1998, pp. 399–414. Summa-
rizes Sierpinski’s contributions in curves and continua, highly disconnected sets and dimension theory, general
topological properties, and descriptive set theory. (GVB) #29.1.50
Engelking, Ryszard. Kazimierz Kuratowski (1896–1980)—His Life and Work in Topology, in C. E. Aull and R.
Lowen,Handbook of the History of General Topology, vol. 2, Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1998, pp. 431–452. Summarizes
Kuratowski’s contributions in continua, topology of the plane and Euclidean n-space, dimension theory, descriptive
set theory, general topological properties, hyperspaces and selectors, and function spaces. (GVB) #29.1.51
Faulkner, Gary D. See #29.1.28.
Fauser, Bertfried. See #29.1.97.
Favard, J. Hommage a` Charles de La Valle´e Poussin (1866–1962), in #29.1.37, pp. 78–80. (GVB) #29.1.52
Feeny, Brian; and Guran, Arde´shir. Friction as a Nonlinearity in Dynamics: A Historical Review, in Arde´shir
Goran, ed., Nonlinear Dynamics, River Edge, NJ: World Scientif c, 1997, pp. 168–202. The state of knowledge of
friction-inf uenced dynamicswas until recently rather primitive. A historical overview of structural andmechanical
systems with friction is presented, with examples of stick–slip friction oscillators. (GVB) #29.1.53
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Feingold, Mordechai. Mathematicians and Naturalists: Sir Isaac Newton and the Royal Society, in #29.1.18,
pp. 77–102. (GVB) #29.1.54
Filep, La´szlo´; and Elkjær, Sigurd. Pa´l Gyula—Julius Pal (1881–1946), The Hungarian–Danish Mathematician,
Acta Mathematica. Academiae Paedigogicae Nyı´regyha´ziensis 16 (2000), 89–94 (electronic). Presents the results
of the authors’ research into the life of Julius Pal in order to gain some insight into his work. (GVB) #29.1.55
Filippov, Alexandre T. The Versatile Soliton, Boston: Birkha¨user, 2000, xvi+261 pp., $44.95. This is a translation,
with revisions and additions, of the book published in Russian in 1984. Written informally it recounts the history
from John Scott Russell’s 1834 observations of solitary water waves to the various modern examples. It also
includes 19th-century examples of related notions of Helmholtz, Kelvin, and Ross. The reviewer in Mathematical
Reviews 2001i:01035,WoodfordW. Zachary, providesmore detailed contents and concludes that the book provides
“a good elementary treatment of solitons and the related history of physics and mathematics, even for readers with
little knowledge of advanced mathematics.” (ACL) #29.1.56
Fletcher, Rachel. Golden Proportions in a Great House: Palladio’s Villa Emo, in #29.1.196, pp. 73–85.
(ACL) #29.1.57
Folkerts, Menso; Roz˘anskaja, M. M.; and Luther, I., eds. Mathematikgeschichte ohne Grenzen: Die Korrespon-
denz Zwischen K. Vogel und A. P. Juschkewitsch [Mathematical History without Borders: The Correspondence
Between K. Vogel and A. P. Yushkevich], Munich: Institut fu¨r die Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften, Munich,
1997, xxxvi+276 pp. Contains 286 letters exchanged betweenVogel and Juschkewitsch from 1955 to 1985, with an
introduction by the editors, helpful footnotes, and a useful index. See the review by Jeremy Gray in Mathematical
Reviews 2001g:01034. (EAM) #29.1.58
Folkerts, Menso; and Lorch, Richard, eds. Sic Itur ad Astra: Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik und Natur-
wissenschaften. Festschrift fu¨r den Arabisten Paul Kunitzsch zum 70 Geburtstag, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag,
2000, xii+548 pp., DM 248. A collection of 29 studies on a wide variety of topics in Arabic mathematics and
science; some of the papers will be abstracted separately. (GVB) #29.1.59
Ford, Charles E. N. N. Luzin as Seen through His Correspondence with P. A. Florensky, Modern Logic 7 (3–
4) (1997), 233–255. New material from the early part of Luzin’s career (correspondence with the philosopher,
theologian and scientist P. A. Florensky) sheds light on his reaction to his intellectual community, and his decision
to pursue mathematics as a career. (GVB) #29.1.60
Francis, Richard L. See #29.1.127.
Fraser, Craig G. See #29.1.15.
Freguglia, Paolo. On the Principle of Dimensional Homogeneity between the 16th and the 17th Century [in
Italian], Bollettino della Unione Matematica Italiana. Sezione B. Articoli di Ricerca Matematica (8) 2 (1) (1999),
143–160. This article aims to display the role played by the homogeneity principle (only magnitudes of similar
genus can be compared or added) in the algebraicworks of themathematicians—mainly Italians—who camebefore
F. Vie`te (1540–1603) and in Vie`te’s own work. The reviewer in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01023, Godofredo
Iommi Amunategui, states that “the force and the charm of Freguglia’s exposition appear in a peculiar way in
his close analysis of the solutions proposed by Bombelli.” The paper concludes with the advance made in La
Ge´ome´trie of Rene´ Descartes. (ACL) #29.1.61
Freundlich, Marianne. See #29.1.130.
Galuzzi, Massimo. See #29.1.64.
Gamkrelidze, R. V. The Mathematical Work of L. S. Pontryagin, Journal of Mathematical Sciences (New York)
100 (5) (2000), 2447–2457. A description of two of Pontryagin’s achievements, namely, duality and the maximum
principle. (GVB) #29.1.62
Garibaldi, A. C. See #29.1.65 and #29.1.135.
Gautschi, Walter. The Incomplete Gamma Functions since Tricomi, in Tricomi’s Ideas and Contemporary Ap-
plied Mathematics, Rome: Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 1998, pp. 203–237. Chronicles the history and
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developments in the understanding of the properties of the incomplete gamma functions from Tricomi’s work in
the 1950s until today. Contains 160 references with more detailed information on these functions. See the review
by Richard B. Paris in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:33003. (EAM) #29.1.63
Gavagna, Veronica. Casati’s Correspondence (1642–1695) [in Italian], Bolletino di Storia delle Scienze Matem-
atiche 18 (1998/1999), 157 pp. Paolo Casati maintained a scientif c correspondence with many scholars. The
ample choice of letters presented in this paper provide an interesting image of the Italian scientif c community of
his times. See the review by Massimo Galuzzi in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:01045. (TBC) #29.1.64
Giacardi, Livia. Newton, Leibniz and the “Fundamental Theorem of Integral Calculus”: Geometric and Algo-
rithmic Aspects [in Italian], in Marco Panza and Clara Silvia Roero, eds., Geometry, Fluxions and Differentials [in
Italian], Naples: La Citta` del Sole, 1995, pp. 289–328. The author argues that certain geometrical and kinematical
results of Barrow and others were not forerunners of the fundamental theorem as some have claimed. An analysis
is given of the wayNewton and Leibniz dealt with the fundamental theorem in all their extant texts and in particular
distinguishes how the geometrical and algorithmic aspects are handled by each. See the review by A. C. Garibaldi
in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01025. (ACL) #29.1.65
Glas, Eduard. See #29.1.198.
Godfroy-Ge´nin, Anne-Sophie. Pascal: La Ge´ometrie du Hasard, Mathe´matiques et Sciences Humaines 150
(2000), 7–39. Pascal’s contribution to the calculus of probabilities, strictly speaking, is only the solution of the
division of stakes problem. This article examines Pascal’s context and originality and the reasons for some of
Pascal’s methodological choices. (GVB) #29.1.66
Gomozov, Eugeni P. See #29.1.200.
Goncharov, V. L. The Theory of Best Approximation of Functions, Journal of Approximation Theory 106 (1)
(2000), 2–57. Translated from the 1945Russian original byOlgaHoltz andVladimirYegorov, this article chronicles
the beginnings of approximation theory. See the review by Allan Pinkus in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:41002.
(EAM) #29.1.67
Granek, Galina. Poincare´’s Contributions to Relativistic Dynamics, Studies in the History and Philosophy of
Modern Physics 31 (1) (2000), 15–48. Based on the author’s dissertation and with a long list of references, this
paper attempts, by examining Poincare´’s contributions, to refute the belief that Einstein and Poincare´ were in
competition to solve the problems in the electrodynamics of moving bodies. See the review by Chandra B. Sharma
in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:01029. (EAM) #29.1.68
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor. The Contributions of J. J. Sylvester, F. R. S., to Mechanics and Mathematical Physics,
Notes and Records of the Royal Society 55 (2001), 253–265. A survey of papers by J. J. Sylvester on mechanics
and mathematical physics. These form only a small part of the output of this largely pure mathematician but are
of variety and intrinsic merit. (JAS) #29.1.69
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor. See also #29.1.100, #29.1.111, and #29.1.122.
Grey, Jeremy. Goursat, Pringsheim, Walsh, and the Cauchy Integral Theorem, Mathematical Intelligencer 22
(4) (2000), 60–66, 77. A discussion of the proofs and claimed proofs of the Cauchy integral theorem in the 19th
and 20th centuries. The author presents careful analyses of the proofs by C. A. Briot, J. C. Bouquet, E. Goursat,
A. Pringsheim, E. H. Moore, A. Denjoy, and L. Lichtenstein. Also included are descriptions of contributions by
G. Mittag-Leff er, K. Knopp, and J. L. Walsh. (FA) #29.1.70
Gray, Jeremy. See also #29.1.58.
Grootendorst, Albert W. Conic Sections in the Work of Jan de Witt [in Dutch], Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde
(4) 17 (3) (1999), 409–425. The author, in giving the history of Descartes’s algebra in the Netherlands, points out
de Witt’s original contributions to the algebraic representation of conic sections. His derivation of the well-known
algebraic equations for the conics occurred (but was not published) before John Wallis’s version. See the review
by J. S. Joel in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:01014. (TBC) #29.1.71
Grootendorst, Albert W. See also #29.1.39.
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Grosholz, Emily; and Yakira, Elhanan. Leibniz’s Science of the Rational, Studia Leibnitiana Sonderheft, Vol. 26,
Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1998, 107 pp. This study focuses on Leibniz’s notion of predication and attempts,
through this, to demonstrate that his general philosophical ideas are still relevant. It maintains that Leibniz, in
effect, deliberately put himself out of the mainstream because of his philosophical decisions. The Greek notion of
analysis is used to describe his method. Examples are studied in his work on a justif cation of negative integers
and on the concept of number. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01029.
(ACL) #29.1.72
Grossman, Jerrold W. See #29.1.27.
Guicciardini, Niccolo. See #29.1.128.
Guillaume, Marcel. See #29.1.74 and #29.1.174.
Guran, Arde´shir. See #29.1.53.
Hall, A. Rupert. Cambridge, Newton’s Legacy, Notes and Records of the Royal Society 55 (2001), 205–220.
Before the death of Isaac Newton (in 1727) Cambridge colleges had begun to teach their undergraduates both
natural and mathematical sciences. By midcentury, knowledge of geometry, of Newton’s Opticks, and of at least
the earlier sections of the Principia was required to gain a high place in examinations. (JAS) #29.1.73
Halmos, Paul R. An Autobiography of Polyadic Algebras, Logic Journal of the IGPL 8 (4) (2000), 383–392.
The author describes his contributions to algebraic logic during the last two thirds of the 1950s as “quite possibly
the best work of [his] life.” He includes work of his students Galler, Daigneault, and Leblanc. See the review by
Marcel Guillaume in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:03136. (ACL) #29.1.74
Hamilton, William Rowan. The Mathematical Papers of Sir William Rowan Hamilton, Vol. IV. Geometry, Anal-
ysis, Astronomy, Probability and Finite Differences, Miscellaneous, with a CD-ROM (Windows) containing Vols.
I–IV, edited by B. K. P. Scaife, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2000, x+842 pp., $150. From Math-
ematical Reviews 2001i:01069: This volume concludes the project of gathering all the mathematical papers of
Sir William Rowan Hamilton. The volume begins, in Part I, with three manuscripts, not previously published: I.
Systems of Rays: Part Third; II. Two Letters to Augustus de Morgan (1858) (one on def nite integrals, the other
on a third-order differential equation); III. Letter to Andrew Searle Hart on Anharmonic Coordinates (1860). The
remaining Parts II–VI contain Hamilton’s papers in the areas listed in the subtitle. At the end of this volume there
is a list of Hamilton’s papers in approximate chronological order. Furthermore, there is an index to Volume IV, as
well as a combined index to all four volumes. (ACL) #29.1.75
Hartshorne, Robin. Geometry: Euclid and Beyond, New York: Springer-Verlag, 2000, xii+526 pp. This book
offers a unique opportunity to understand the essence of one of the great thinkers of western civilization. A guided
reading of Euclid’s Elements leads to a critical discussion and rigorous modern treatment of Euclid’s geometry
and its more recent descendants, with complete proofs. The second part of the book is an exploration of questions
that arise naturally from the reading, together with modern answers. See the review by Serguey M. Pokas in
Mathematical Reviews 2001h:51001. (TBC) #29.1.76
Hashimoto, Keizo. See #29.1.115 and #29.1.181.
Hauser, Herwig. Resolution of Singularities 1869–1999, in Herwig Hauser, J. Lipman, F. Oort, and A. Quiro´s,
eds.,Resolution of Singularities, Basel: Birkha¨user, 2000, pp. 5–36.Ahistorical survey of the theory of resolution of
singularities in the time frameof the title. See the reviewbyVincentCossart inMathematical Reviews 2001g:14001.
(EAM) #29.1.77
Heck, Richard G., Jr. Frege’s Principle, in Jaakko Hintikka, ed., From Dedekind to Go¨del, Boston/Dordrecht:
Kluwer, 1995, pp. 119–142. Studies the role of Hume’s principle in Frege’s logicism and in his development of
the concept of a natural number. See the review by Roman Murawski in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:03002.
(EAM) #29.1.78
Hentschel, Klaus. See #29.1.140.
Heyde, C. C. See #29.1.178.
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Hindry, Marc. “Arithme´tique des Courbes Alge´briques,” La The`se d’Andre´ Weil, Gazette des Mathe´maticiens
80 (suppl.) (1999), 43–55. A description of Andre´ Weil’s thesis “Arithmetic of Algebraic Curves.”
(GVB) #29.1.79
Hogendijk, Jan P. Book 1 of Jan de Witt’s Elementa curvarum linearum and the Conics of Apollonius, Nieuw
Archief voor Wiskunde (4) 17 (3) (1999), 453–463. This article discusses the contents of book 1 of de Witt’s
Elementa curvarum linearum. In addition, he discusses de Witt’s innovations in the treatment of conic sections
and compares de Witt’s treatment with that of Apollonius. See the review by J. S. Joel in Mathematical Reviews
2001h:01015. (TBC) #29.1.80
Hogendijk, Jan P. See also #29.1.86.
Hormigon, M. The Formation of the Spanish Mathematical Community, Istoriko-Mathematicheskie Issledo-
vaniya (2) Special Issue (1997), 22–55. The formation of a professional mathematical community in late 19th and
early 20th century Spain arose from the seeds of military infrastructure, engineering schools, and steady growth
in the teaching structure in intermediate and upper-level schools. (GVB) #29.1.81
Horng, Wann-Sheng. Disseminating Mathematics in Late 19th-Century China: The Case with Wang Kangnian
and the Shi Wu Bao, Historia Scientarium 10 (1) (2000), 46–57. Deals with the career of journalist Wang
Kangnian and his concern with disseminating mathematics in the context of the reform movement (1890–1898).
(GVB) #29.1.82
Howard, Don; and Stachel, John, eds. Einstein: The Formative Years, 1879–1909, Boston: Birkha¨user, 2000,
xiv+258 pp., $54.95. A collection of essays that illustrate the scientif c thought of Einstein as a youth, and therefore
also a history of an important part of physics at the beginning of the 20th century. See the review by Hans-Ju¨rgen
Treder in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:01048. (EAM) #29.1.83
Høyrup, Jens. See #29.1.31 and #29.1.170.
Huang, Cheng Gui. A Short Proof for the Existence of the Indivisible Continua of Pythagoras, Democritus, Plato
and Galileo [in Chinese], Journal of Changzhou Institute of Technology 13 (2) (2000), 13–18. A “short rigorous
proof” of four indivisible continua in mathematics, two of which are standard. (GVB) #29.1.84
Hubbard, John. Preface, in Lei Tan, ed., The Mandelbrot Set, Theme and Variations, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
Univ. Press, 2000, pp. xiii–xx. Informally describes the developments in the history of complex dynamics from
1976 to 1982 through the author’s reminiscences, the work of many mathematicians, and the birth of ideas. See
the review by Peter Petek in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:37058. (EAM) #29.1.85
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Sina¯n. Die Schrift des Ibra¯hı¯m b. Sina¯n b. Ta¯bit u¨ber die Schatteninstrumente, transl. by Paul
Luckey, edited by Jan P. Hogendijk, Frankfurt amMain: Institute for the History of Arabic–Islamic Science, 1999,
xvi+288 pp. This 1941 doctoral dissertation of the Islamic scholar Paul Luckey (1884–1949) at Tu¨bingen contains
a German translation of an elementary treatise on sundials by Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Sina¯n (A.D. 907–946), extant in only
one incomplete Arabic manuscript. It breaks off before the end of a proof that the “hour lines” on a horizontal
sundial are not straight lines. The editor, Hogendijk, has added Arabic versions of this text. See the detailed review
by Yvonne Dold-Samplonius in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01017 which explains the historical importance of
the “hour lines” problem. (ACL) #29.1.86
Ingarden, Roman Stanislaw. See #29.1.29.
Ivey, Thomas. See #29.1.146.
Janeczko, Stanislaw. See #29.1.5.
Jha, V. N. Indian Concept of a Concave Quadrilateral, Gan
.
ita-Bha¯ratı¯ 21 (1–4) (1999), 80–86. Aryabhata II
determined the conditions under which a diagonal is maximum or minimum, as well as the rough and exact area
and the length of a diagonal in terms of sides and the other diagonal. See the review by A. I. Volodarskii in
Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01018. (ACL) #29.1.87
Joel, J. S. See #29.1.26, #29.1.49, #29.1.71, #29.1.80, #29.1.152, and #29.1.177.
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Jongen, Hubertus Th.; and Krieg, Aloys. Otto Blumenthal, Mitteilungen der Deutschen Mathematiker-
Vereinigung 2000 (4), 49–52. A 1997 colloquium organized by the Section of Mathematics at the RTWH Aachen
“commemorated the terrible fate of its former colleague Otto Blumenthal (1876–1944)”. (GVB) #29.1.88
Jongmans, Franc¸ois. See #29.1.166.
Kabanov, Yuri. See #29.1.35.
Kac, M. See #29.1.29.
Kang, Ming-Chang. See #29.1.43.
Karoubi,Max. Rapport sur la K -The´orie (1956–1997), in Jean-Paul Pier, ed.,Development of Mathematics 1950–
2000, Basel: Birkha¨user, 2000, pp. 635–653. This paper is a delightful summary of certain key developments in
K -theory from its inception in 1956 by Grothendieck to recent results of Nest and Tsygan. The bibliography
contains a variety of books and articles essential for understanding the origin of the subject. See the review by
Jerry Lodder in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:19001. (TBC) #29.1.89
Karsten, Bernhard. See #29.1.140.
Karten, Walter. See #29.1.100.
Kato, Kazuya. How Fermat’s Last Theorem Was Proved, Historia Scientarium (2) 9 (1) (1999), 49–56. A brief,
general overview of the modular elliptic curve conjecture and its relation to the theorem of the title. See the review
by Andrew Bremner in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:11001. (EAM) #29.1.90
Ke, Zi Neng. The Mathematical School of Shao Yong of the Northern Song Dynasty and an Explanation of
some Non-dimensional Constants [in Chinese], Journal of University of Science and Technology of China 29 (3)
(1999), 302–310. Discusses the cosmological speculations of Yong (AD 1012–1077), and seeks to show that his
research provides an explanation for the Feigenbaum and Dirac constants of chaos theory and theoretical physics.
See the review by Alexei K. Volkov in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:01008. (EAM) #29.1.91
King, David A. World-Maps for Finding the Direction and Distance to Mecca, Leiden: Brill/London: Al-Furqa¯n
Islamic Heritage Foundation, 1999, xxx+638 pp. This is a richly illustrated book on the scientif c instruments
devised for f nding the direction and distance to Mecca. The book constitutes an introduction to Islamic mathe-
matical astronomy and mathematical geography. See the very detailed review by George Saliba in Mathematical
Reviews 2001h:01008. (TBC) #29.1.92
Kleiman, S. L. See #29.1.136.
Klein, Felix. On the Order-Seven Transformation of Elliptic Functions, translated by Silvio Levy, in Silvio Levy,
ed., The Eightfold Way, Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1999, pp. 287–331. A translation from the original
German of an 1879 paper by Klein. (GVB) #29.1.93
Knobloch, Eberhard. See #29.1.10, #29.1.11, #29.1.100, and #29.1.196.
Kragh, Helge; and Carazza, Bruno. Classical Behavior of Macroscopic Bodies from Quantum Principles: Early
Discussions, Archive for History of Exact Sciences 55 (1) (2000), 43–56. From the review by C. S. Sharma
in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01040: “The authors review the literature, mostly for the years 1926–1934,
concerning the applicability of quantum mechanics to the mechanics of macroscopic bodies and conclude that
though the problemwas occasionally discussed, this did not occupy a central position in the epistemological debate
of the period.” The reviewer explains why this is not a surprising conclusion. (ACL) #29.1.94
Krieg, Aloys. See #29.1.88.
Kuhnel, Wolfgang. See #29.1.151.
LaTeana, Francesco. Stories ofQuantumMechanics: The “Internal–External”Debate in theSixties andSeventies
[in Italian],Lettera Matematica Pristem 36 (2000), 30–35.Abrief reviewof historiographical discussions involving
Bernal, Kuhn, and Forman, and recent Italian literature on this topic. See the review by Arne Schirrmacher in
Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01041. (ACL) #29.1.95
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Lagevin, Re´mi. La Petite Musique de la Ge´ome´trie Inte´grale, in Michel Serfati, ed., La Recherche de la Verite´,
Paris: ACL-Les E´ditions du Kangourou, 1999, pp. 117–143. A historical survey of several periods during the
past two centuries illustrating how mathematicians used integral geometry to contribute to the development of
concepts involving geometric probability, Riemannian geometry, and topology. See the review byCraigW. Roberts
in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:01030. (EAM) #29.1.96
Lambert, Dominique. Georges Lemaıˆtre: De la Cosmologie aux Spineurs, Revue des Questions Scientifiques 171
(3) (2000), 193–212. This work investigates the relation between cosmological considerations and applications of
spinors in theworkofGeorgesLemaitre. See the reviewbyBertfriedFauser inMathematical Reviews 2001h:01026.
(TBC) #29.1.97
Landry-Deron, Isabelle. Les Mathe´maticiens Envoye´s en Chine par Louis XIV en 1685, Archive for History of
Exact Sciences 55 (2001), 423–463. Five French Jesuits known as “Les Mathe´maticians du Roi” arrived in Peking
in 1688. They were the founding group of the French Jesuit mission in China. (JAS) #29.1.98
Lawvere, F. William. Comments on the Development of Topos Theory, in Jean-Paul Pier, ed., Development of
Mathematics 1950–2000, Basel: Birkha¨user, 2000, pp. 715–734. A survey of the development of topos theory,
with a brief history of category theory and the emergence of these subjects from certain questions in physics. See
the review by M. Barr in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:18009. (GVB) #29.1.99
Lebon, Isabelle. See #29.1.35.
Lehto, Markku. See #29.1.187.
Leibniz,GottfriedWilhelm. Hauptschriften zur Versicherungs- und Finanzmathematik [Principal Writings on the
Mathematics of Insurance and Finance], edited by Eberhard Knobloch and J.-Matthias Graf von der Schulenburg,
Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2000. Provides a short paper of Leibniz and his correspondence with mathematician and
librarian Christoph Pfautz, along with German translations, a biobibliography of original sources, a bibliography
of other cited writings, a subject index, commentaries by Eberhard Knobloch, Ivo Schneider, Edgar Neuburger,
Walter Karten and Klaus Luig, and a foreword by J.-Matthias Graf von der Schulenburg. See the review by Ivor
Grattan-Guinness in Mathematical Reviews 2001g:01015. (EAM) #29.1.100
Lemaitre, Georges. Charles Jean de La Valle´e Poussin, in #29.1.37, pp. 63–66. (GVB) #29.1.101
LeMarchand, Arnaud. See #29.1.35.
Leopold, Adolf. See #29.1.140.
Levy, Silvio. See #29.1.93.
Lewis, Albert C. See #29.1.140.
Li, Wen Ming. The Start of Modern Mathematical Research in Shaanxi Province [in Chinese], Gongcheng
Shuxue Xuebao 17 (5) (2000), 79–82. Sketches the research done in Shaanxi Province from the 1930s to the
1980s. (GVB) #29.1.102
Lishevski, V. P. Biographical Sketches of Personages in Russian Science and Engineering [in Russian], Moscow:
“Nauka,” 1999, 256 pp. Intended for the general reader, this book describes the life andwork of a number of Russian
luminaries such as M. V. Lomonosov, I. P. Kulibin, N. I. Lobachevskii, A. G. Stoletov, N. E. Zhukovskii, L. I.
Sedov, and G. G. Chernyi. (GVB) #29.1.103
Liu, Dun. A Comparison of Archimedes’ and Liu Hui’s Studies of Circles, in Dainian Fan and Robert S.
Cohen, eds., Chinese Studies in the History and Philosophy of Science and Technology, Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1996,
pp. 279–287. This study uses Archimedes and Liu Hui to comment on the characteristics of Greek and Chinese
mathematics, and their relations to cultural traditions. (GVB) #29.1.104
Lloyd, E. Keith. See #29.1.134.
Lodder, Jerry. See #29.1.89.
Lorch, Richard. The Treatise on the Astrolabe by Rudolf of Bruges, in Lodi Nauta and Arjo Vanderjagt, eds.,
Between Demonstration and Imagination, Leiden: Brill, 1999, pp. 55–100. This paper presents the Latin text of
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a 12th-century work on the astrolabe as compiled from six extant manuscripts, along with an English translation
and commentary. Some contact with Arabic sources may be deduced but otherwise the work appears to be rather
independent from others of the time. See the review by Emilia Calvo in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01020.
(ACL) #29.1.105
Lorch, Richard. See also #29.1.59.
Loveland, Jeff. Buffon, The Certainty of Sunrise, and the Probabilistic Reductio ad Absurdum, Archive for
History of Exact Sciences 55 (2001), 465–477. In 1777 Buffon attempted to calculate the probability that the sun
would continue to rise after having been observed to do so n days in a row. During the Enlightenment there were
many other attempts to distinguish physical from mathematical or moral certainty. (JAS) #29.1.106
Luckey, Paul. See #29.1.86.
Luig, Klaus. See #29.1.100.
Luther, I. See #29.1.58.
Lu¨tzen, Jesper. A Matter of Matter or a Matter of Space? Heinrich Hertz’s Image of Mass in his Prinzipien der
Mechanik, Archives Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences 49 (1999), 103–121. The author argues that a lack of a
comprehensive mathematical framework prevented Hertz from discussing his new ideas concerning a corpuscular
notion of mass. See the review by Antonino Drago in Mathematical Reviews 2001i:01036. (ACL) #29.1.107
Majumdar, Pradip Kumar. See #29.1.160.
Malet, Antoni. The Power of Images: Mathematics and Metaphysics in Hobbes’s Optics, Studies in History and
Philosophy of Science 32A (2001), 303–333. Hobbes’s theory of optical images inA Minute or First Draught of the
Optiques (1646) is the most geometrical part of his optics, and reveals a good deal about the role of mathematics
in his philosophy. (JAS) #29.1.108
Mamiani, Maurizio. To Twist the Meaning: Newton’s Regulae philosophandi Revisited, in #29.1.18, pp. 3–14.
(GVB) #29.1.109
Mammana, Carmelo, ed. The Ideas of David Hilbert [in Italian], Catania: Dipartimento di Matematica
dell’Univerista` di Catania, 2000, 275 pp. A collection of papers emerging from a 1999 conference in Catania
on the occasion of the centenaries of Hilbert’s Grundlagen der Geometrie and the International Congress in Paris.
Most of the papers will be abstracted separately. (GVB) #29.1.110
Mancosu, Paolo. Between Russell and Hilbert: Behmann on the Foundations of Mathematics, Bulletin of Sym-
bolic Logic 5 (3) (1999), 303–330. The author brings to light the contributions of Heinrich Behmann, who was a
doctoral student of Hilbert in the early and mid 1910s. See the review by Ivor Grattan-Guinness in Mathematical
Reviews 2001h:01027. (TBC) #29.1.111
Marchetti, Elena. See #29.1.22.
Marcus, Solomon. See #29.1.46 and #29.1.167.
Masciarelli, Pasqualino. On a Notion of Extra-essential Identity: Critical Notes on an Objection of Russell’s to
Hegel, Topoi 19 (2) (2000), 179–199. This paper studies Russell’s objections to Hegel with emphasis on idealism.
See the review by Roman Murawski in Mathematical Reviews 2001h:03014. (TBC) #29.1.112
Matveev, Mikhail V. See #29.1.28.
Mawhin, Jean. TheMathematical Environment of Charles-Jean de LaValle´e Poussin at theUniversite´ Catholique
de Louvain, in #29.1.37, pp. 17–26. (GVB) #29.1.113
Mawhin, Jean. A Note of de La Valle´e Poussin on the Prime Number Theorem in a Publication of vonMangoldt,
in #29.1.37, pp. 117–122. (GVB) #29.1.114
Mawhin, Jean. See also #29.1.20, #29.1.21, and #29.1.37.
Mei, Rongzhao. LiuHui’s Theories ofMathematics, inDainian Fan andRobert S. Cohen, eds.,Chinese Studies in
the History and Philosophy of Science and Technology, Dordrecht: Kluwer, pp. 243–254. Demonstrates, through
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the work of Liu Hui, that the ancient Chinese made signif cant contributions to geometry in problems of area
and volume, as well as the right triangle problem, and that their mathematical achievements in arithmetic and
algebra consisted primarily of algorithms which also contained theories. See the review by Keizo Hashimoto in
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